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Introduction
Although there are a great number of
advertising campaigns trying to promote
equality on toys, most of Christmas spots
and shop windows keep showing
“differences” between girls and boys.
While girls are usually identified with pink
color, dolls, beauty accessories and
household toys, boys are usually identified
with blue colors, vehicles, superheroes, and
action toys.
We, parents and teachers, have the duty to
promote sex equality by teaching students
how to choose freely their toys, without
thinking about the stereotypes or roles that
have been given by society.

Objectives
The aim of this project is to study six year
old children’ behavior from Manuel de Falla
Primary School, according to the toys
selection and sex roles.

Conclusion
All children doing the workshop (25 out of 25)
admit having toys at home. When asked what
toys they play with, boys (without any exception)
answer with planes, balls, cars and play station.
In the same way, all girls admit playing with pink
color Barbies and some of them with Lego
games.
When we asked girls if they would play with boy
toys, they say yes. However, boys refuse to play
with girl toys.
All children think that there are toys only for
boys and toys only for girls.
The only toy that all share is the ball.
After watching the video ‘sexism in toys’, all girls
and boys maintain their choices: girls would
choose pinky princess catalogue and boys guns
and red cars.
Despite the efforts of advertising campaigns to
change sex roles, the sexist education given in
the past is still affecting new generations.

Researchin gfor the Future

Methods/Procedures
▪ Articulated life-sized dummies made of paperboard
by Victoria Kent secondary students.
▪ Projection to the 1st course’s pupils of a video about
sexism in toys, in which kids appear playing with
different toys.
▪ Display of several toys brochure.
▪ Workshop in which kids dress up the articulated
dummies previously designed and built by our students
▪ Recording a video about the workshop with
conclusions of the Primary students´ stereotypes.

Results
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